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Q 1

A French actor began his career in the theater.  After 
many years of unsuccesfull casting screenings for the 
movies, he was finally chosen for a supporting role.  A 
dozen movies later as an unknown actor, he played a 
legendary scene with the great Jean Gabin.  This famous 
actor was so impressed, that he recommended the 
unknown actor for a major role.  But all his dramatic 
performances did still not lead to success, until he 
became well known and appreciated in comic roles.  
Who are we talking about ?



Q 2

Harrison Ford, although a talented actor, also had a lot of luck in 
his career.  He was not 1st choice for some major roles, that 
boosted his career.  Who was originally the 1st choice of the 
production studio in :

a) Star Wars part 4 (role of Han Solo) => he was 4th choice; who 
had the preference before him :
Jack Nicholson, Clint Eastwood or Ben Affleck ?

b) Indiana Jones => he was 2nd choice; who had the preference 
before him :
Clint Eastwood, Arnold Schwarzenegger or Tom Selleck ?



Q 3

Can you recognize the movies where these houses 
play a major role ?



a b

c

e

d



Q 4

Who played the following epic characters :

a) Voldemort

b) General Patton

c) the Boston strangler

d) Dr Strangelove

e) Conan

f) Oscar Schindler



Q 5

Which actor is this, known for his excentric roles ?



Q 6

In which cities are the stories located of the 
following movies :

a) Dirty Harry

b)A Good Day to Die Hard

c) The third man

d)Pearl Harbour

e)Aanrijding in Moscou

f) The hangover



Q 7

Francis Ford Coppola is one of 
the most respected directors in 
Hollywood, but he is not exactly 
an animal lover apparantly.  In two of his movies a real 
animal was slaughtered by chopping off their head.  
Which are these 
movies ?

a) a horse

b) a cow



Q 8

Which movies contain the following famous one-liners :
a) I’ll be back !
b) Frankly my dear, I don’t give a damn !
c) We’re on a mission from God
d) Are you talking to me, are you talking to me ?
e) May the force be with you !
f) I love the smell of napalm in the morning
g) Music to drown by...  Now I know I’m in first class
h) My mama always said life was like a box a chocolates, 

never know what you’re gonna get



Q 9

From which Academy Award winning movie (4 
Oscars in 2002) with Russell Crowe is this the 
trailer ?

Trailer

9.mp4


Q 10

Who are what do the following movies have in 
common ?

• Goldeneye

• Jupiter Ascending

• Lord of the Rings

• Equilibrium

• Patriot Games



Q 11

Music is an absolute must in movies to enhance 
emotions or excitement.

From which 4 movies are these the main themes, 
the first one composed by Jerry Goldsmith and the 
three other ones by John Barry, from which two 
were awarded with an Oscar ?

a) Theme 1 : 11 - a c)   Theme 3 : 11 - c

b) Theme 2 : 11 - b d)   Theme 4 : 11 - d

11 - a.mp3
11 - c.mp3
11 - b.mp3
11 - d.mp3


Q 12

To which movie are the following items and persons 
related :

• Funeral

• Marisa Berenson

• Verdi

• Stanley Kubrick

• Duel in stable

• Ireland



Q 13

Rundskop was very succesfull in Belgium, starring 
Matthias Schoenaerts and directed by Michael 
Roskam.  They both got the opportunity to work 
together on their first American movie.  What was 
the title of that movie ?

Trailer

13.mp4


Q 14

Some accessories became as famous as the 
characters they belong to.  Which movie characters 
or their actors playing that role, use the following 
items ?

a) A brown hat and a whipp

b) A walking cane and black hat

c) A Magnum 357

d) A horse named Tornado



Q 15

From which movies are the following posters ?



?

?

?

?

?

?

a

fd e

c

b



Q 16

I made several movies 
already in Belgium and 
just finished my last one, 
FC De Kampioenen –
Jubilee General.  
What is maybe less known, 
is that I also made once a 
movie in Hollywood.
What was the name of that
movie ?



Q 17

Which performer brought us the main or title song in the 
following movies :
a) Mad Max beyond Thunderdome 17 - a
b) Titanic 17 - b
c) License to Kill 17 - c
d) Conquest of Paradise 17 - d
e) Nine to Five 17 - e
f) On her Majesty’s Secret Service 17 - f
g) The Godfather 17 - g

17 - a.mp3
17 - b.mp3
17 - c.mp3
17 - d.mp3
17 - e.mp3
17 - f.mp3
17 - g.mp3


Q 18

This director is known for the movies The life of David 
Gale, Mississippi Burning and Angel Heart.  But he also 
directed 2 musicals.  Evita had quite some troubles 
during shooting as Madonna was not appreciated in the 
title role in Argentina, but the film became a success.  
His most weird movie is also a musical but flopped, as 
the story was too difficult to bring to the big screen, dixit 
the music band behind the project.
Which movie are we talking about ?



Q 19

He was the first movie director in Hollywood who 
dared to shoot a scene on location, outside the 
Hollywood studios; he is originally from Great 
Britain and he often played 
a cameo appearance in his 
own movies.
Which director are we 
talking about ?



Q 20

Do you recognize the following 4 Disney long play

cartoon movies ?



c

b

d

a



Q 21

Meg Ryan faked a loud orgasm in a pub in front of 
her co-player Billy Crystal; this scene became a 
legendary comic bookmark in the history of movie 
making.  
In which romantic movie does this scene appear ?

Trailer

21.webm


Q 22

Which actors in a “disguised” role do you recognize ?

a

b



c d

e f g



Q 23

Rutger Hauer and Jeroen Krabbé are 2 Dutch actors 
who made it also in Hollywood.  But The 
Netherlands also send a director over the ocean.  
After the succesfull action movies Speed and 
Twister, he lost his success formula with the boring 
Speed 2.  But his last American movie was even 
worse and was the end of his American career.  
What is the name of that Dutch director ?

Trailer - Speed

23.webm


Q 24

Do you recognize the following Flemish actors in 
their younger years ?

a b c



Q 25

Which movie titles are represented by the following 
image compositions ?

a b



España
c

d

e

f



Q 26

What are the names of the two friendly robots in 
the Star Wars movies, who always stay together as 
close friends ?



Q 27

In which movies these cars got the necessary 
attention ?



a

dc

b



Q 28

Know your classics.  Do you recognize the movies where the 
following happens :
a) Michael Caine plays a serial killer dressed like a woman
b) Ryan o’Neal falls in love with Ali MacGraw
c) Anthony Hopkins lives in a cathedral
d) Michael J. Fox travels in time
e) Sigourney Weaver has ghosts in her appartment
f) Will Smith and his colleague fight the aliens
g) Steve McQueen drives the first car chase in movie history 

himself
h) Robin Williams plays the nanny in the house



Q 29

Do you recognize the following French actors ?
b

a

c

d

e

f



Q 30

Which person are we looking for ?
• Born 25-09-1944 in New Jersey
• His father Issur Danielovitch Demsky was an actor with 

Russian roots, but used a much more familiar artist name
• Lived together with Danny De Vito in begin of his career 

(when starring in TV series)
• Won Oscar for “One flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest”
• Actor, director and producer
• Played in “The Star Chamber”
• Is currently recovering from throat cancer



Q 31

Which actor, who meanwhile made it also in 
Hollywood, is not from Australia ?

Mel Gibson Russel Crowe Hugh Jackman



Q 32

For which movie the following persons worked for ?



Q 33

Only one movie from Louis de Funès got an 
American remake with an actor who you never 
would expect in that role.

a) What is the name of the French movie ?

b) What is the name of the American remake ?

c) What American actor replaced de Funès ?



Q 34

From which movies come the following scenes ?

a

b



c d

e

f g



Q 35

Werner Herzog as director proved 
that Germany also had its cinema 
talent.  He made several movies 
together with his favourite German 
actor, who’s daughter became later 
also an actress.  What is the name of 
that actor with whom Herzog made 
the following movies: Nosferatu, 
Fitzcarraldo and Aguirre, the Wrath 
of God ?



Q 36

What is the name of the hidden actor in the 
following famous duos from the shown movies ?

?

?
a

b



?
?

? ?

c

d

e

f



Q 37

Ian Fleming, once a secret agent for the 
British Intelligence, created his meanwhile 
worldwide known character James Bond.  
As he himself was a quiet boring man, he used all his 
imagination to make of Bond everything he never could 
have been himself.  But to keep track with reality, he 
sometimes used real names in his book, like :
a) James Bond was the name of a friend of his, what 

was that man’s real life profession ?
b) What was Goldeneye in Ian Fleming’s real life ?



Q 38

From which Oscar winning movie comes 
this extract ?

Extract

38.mp4


Q 39

What do have the following actors/actress in common ?

Jean-Claude Audrey Matthias

Van Damme Hepburn Schoenaerts



Q 40

Sean Penn is not only known as the first husband of 
Madonna, a talented actor but also as a good director.  In 
2007 he made a film about the true story of Chris Mc 
Candless, who escaped the materialistic world and went 
living in the wilderness of Alaska.  He lived for several 

months in a deserted bus, 
recently visited by Tom 
Waes.  Unfortunately, Chris 
will not return.  The movie 
was based on the bestseller 
book from Jon Krakauer.  
What is the title of the 
book and movie ?




